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If a stone has mystical value in the physical world, how does this value continue or get altered 
if you translate this piece of a rock into a digital object? The work of Jeahun Park reflects on 
notions of spiritualism, religion and cultural representation in the digital realm. Burning 
windmills, melting ice blocks, incense burners, skeleton statues and more are part of his visual 
repertoire. He researches not only how these ritualistic objects get new meaning, but also 
how the get new materiality in a virtual environment. He goes back and forth between 
physical and virtual until boundaries start to blur. Jeahun’s work has a tremendous tactile 
quality in both fields. A digitised stone, represented by a complex point cloud, becomes a 
velvet print, a LED-screen a fluorescent tube – or is it the other way around? Every work is 
constructed and mastered into detail. Materiality is at the starting point of his reflection - 
even if these manifestations of digital mastery are not always made by Jeahun himself, since 
he often works with found 3D objects and simulations. Jeahun invites the visitor into his 
universe through the visual. After that, it is important to not consume these seductive and 
alienating objects, but to let them speak to you, to listen to their stories. Jeahun’s work can 
be seen as a virtual theatre of signs, a stage or environment in which digitized and born digital 
cultural artefacts are the protagonists – that often carry heavy religious, political or cultural 
histories. The stage for these objects is a 3D-simulation rendered in a videogame engine. As 
a visitor, you have to penetrate through the beautiful but somewhat distant digital surface to 
get to their core. In the work of Jeahun, the digital sublime opens ways for a more critical 
reflection on often heavy and sometimes even violent geopolitical and cultural histories. He 
does not shy away from touching upon big societal issues and their functioning structures like 
capitalism, climate change and religion and by doing so, reflecting on how humans impact the 
earth. 
 


